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Who we are
The GREENetwork began as a
desire to provide students the
opportunity to explore and learn
about all things sustainable;
gardening, nature, recycling,
science.
We began to learn there were other
schools who shared the vision, and
the school clubs grew in interest and
numbers. Today we number over
150 Educators, and growing, who
are dedicated to enhancing the
knowledge and experience of our
students.

Vision Statement
The GREENetwork will promote environmental literacy and
stewardship with the environmental school clubs.

Mission Statement
The GREENetwork has as their Mission to:
•

Provide pertinent and timely information to all of
our school club Teachers, as it relates to all things
sustainable.

•

Share club information within the GREENetwork.

•

Incorporate programs and initiatives from other
environmental organizations, as it applies to each
school club’s vision and mission.

•

Enhance the cooperation between school clubs
and related outside groups.

•

Include outdoor experiences and projects with
club students to enhance wildlife habitats.

•

Nurture environmental stewardship in students
through learning activities in the areas of, but not
limited to, sustainability, recycling, native plants,
habitat protection and enhancement, water
conservation and energy conservation.

•

Foster a connection with nature through
frequent outdoor learning activities.

•

Learn about Loudoun County’s natural
resources.

•

Indentify environmental issues pertinent to
the GREENetwork .

•

Nurture environmental stewards in our
school clubs.

